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The Ugly Club

There is a small, medieval town in Italy tucked between two mountains and surrounded on all
sides by waterfalls and caves. With a population close to 2,000 the town itself at first glance
appears fairly unremarkable. Except for the fact that hidden deep inside Piobicco’s caves is the
largest known crop of truffles in the world. Truffles in Piobbico are like sweet potatoes in
Johnston County. They grow everywhere. And for the rest of us, they are a highly prized and
extremely expensive commodity. Growing slowly underground, in caves, requiring very specific
conditions, truffles are now one of the most sought after delicacies in the world. And, Piobicco is
very proud of their truffles, not because of their popularity or their high profit margin, but simply
because they are extremely ugly. And, in Piobbico ugliness is of the highest virtue.

In our passage this morning from Luke, Jesus reveals to us what is required to become a disciple.
As he blatantly exclaims to the crowds: "Whoever comes to me and does not hate father and
mother, wife and children, brothers and sisters, yes, and even life itself, cannot be my disciple.
Whoever does not carry the cross and follow me cannot be my disciple... none of you can
become my disciple if you do not give up all your possessions." I have to be honest with you all,
when I read the Gospels, and the words of Jesus, I frequently wonder to myself how the heck
Christianity spread so far and so wide, not to mention how it has withstood (in some ways) the
test of time, because this dude Jesus, well frankly he’s NUTS. Not only that, he’s intense, he’s
brash, and he requires A LOT of his followers. So why do we want to follow him, much less
commit our lives to him? Why do we baptize our children into a church bearing his name? Why
do we insist, or even believe, that this is, as Jesus says, “the way, and the truth, and the life”?
Because it sounds a lot more like isolation, poverty, and ultimately death, than anything I would
associate with heaven, salvation, or eternal rewards, at least in this passage right here.

Piobicco may be home to the infamously ugly and highly desirable truffles, but they are also
home to the one and only Club de Brutti, the Ugly Club. Founded in 1879, the Ugly Club was
originally born out of the town's need to assist the growing number of spinsters who lived there.
Think like a marriage agency, or today more like Tinder. But, in 1960, the club shifted its focus
to quote "Make citizens aware of the problems of the ugly." Taking on the motto "Ugliness is a
virtue. Beauty is slavery." And, while it seems a bit odd to have an Ugly Club centered within a
country known for its beauty, from its renowned artwork and breathtaking architecture to its high
fashion and distinctive cuisine; it also might just be perfect. Because there is more to beauty than
Sandro Botticelli’s impressively sumptuous Birth of Venus or a pair of Salvator Feragammo’s
highly desirable Vara Pumps. While something, like the truffle, may not appear at face value to
hold the characteristics we associate with beauty, there is always something beautiful waiting to
be uncovered and shared with the world.

So, what really is Jesus asking of us in requiring that we pick up our cross, in order to become
his disciple? Is he really asking us to hate our families and loved ones? To carry around, and
struggle with a 100 lbs piece of capital punishment? Or, to take on a vow of poverty and a life of
minimalism? Maybe, but more likely he is asking of us something more, something deeper.
Something like truly looking at one another, our world, and our lives so that we can finally see



beyond face value and find the true beauty that has always been there and available to us, just
waiting to be revealed, like the truffles in Piabicco. Because, Jesus' call towards discipleship is a
call to self-denial, not in a destructive way, but in a way that allows us to put all the distractions
of our lives and world  aside. In a way that allows us to see past our previously held notions and
learned biases. In order, as Jesus tells us in so many words, to die to our previous selves,
previous relationships, previous things, that kept us from truly living into the reality of this
world, from acknowledging the suffering all around us, and more so from seeing the beauty in
everything. Allowing us finally to be born into the life God desired for us from the beginning. A
life where we can see all of this world, one another, and ourselves as God's beloved perfect
creation deserving of respect, dignity, care, and love.

The Ungly Club’s undertaker, who assists in the assessment required to become a member stated
that “in order not to be a part of the Ugly Club, you have to be like, I don’t know... as handsome
as Brad Pitt or George Clooney, otherwise you must be a part of the Ugly Club.” When asked if
he thought he was ugly, the undertaker said he actually feels he has gotten better looking since he
joined the club. And this is a common sentiment amongst the members. As the daughter of the
club’s president noted: “you are a part of the club when you understand why you don't have to be
beautiful. If you understand that you don't have to be beautiful. You have to accept yourself for
what you are, how you appear. And you have to work on yourself in order to be a good person
inside.” It is beautiful watching the people of the Ugly Club interact at meetings and get
togethers because it is obvious that they like being together. Members young and old of varying
backgrounds, beliefs, and personalities, all enjoying the company of one another, no one being
standoffish, no one even looking at their phones. Living into the truth, one of the members
discovered that “we can be all equal only if we are all different.”

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, German theologian, and author of the book The Cost of Discipleship stated
that, “When the Bible speaks of following Jesus, it is proclaiming a discipleship which will
liberate mankind from all man-made dogmas, from every burden and oppression, from every
anxiety and torture which afflicts the conscience.” Going on to say that, “If (we) follow Jesus,
(we) [can] escape from the hard yoke of (our) own laws, and submit to the kindly yoke of Jesus
Christ.” Who gave us the great commission to “love God with all our heart mind and soul, and
love our neighbor as ourself .” Because, for Bonhoeffer, this call to discipleship is not about
destroying the lives and relationships we have built, but about strengthening them and ultimately
healing them. As a community, here at St. Paul’s, we have it as our mission to Know Christ and
Make Christ Known. I wonder how we might weigh the cost of what it means to truly know
Christ, to pick up the weight of our own crosses, as we begin to let go of all we thought we knew
and all we thought we needed to find what we truly deserve, here in this life and this community.
Even more, I wonder what it would mean for us to pay the price to know Christ, and more so
what we might gain in making Christ known? I hope, and more so I believe, it looks like this
community, where we share each other's burdens, respect, care, and love one another no matter
our differences. Allowing ourselves the blessed opportunity to finally live into and truly
appreciate the beauty of God’s beloved  creation, reflecting it back to the world around us.


